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For Educators

Scratch is designed with learning and education in mind.

As young people create projects in Scratch, they learn many of the 21st century skills that will be critical to success in the future: thinking creatively, communicating clearly, analyzing systematically, using technologies fluently, collaborating effectively, designing iteratively, learning continuously.

Scratch can be used in many different settings: schools, museums, community centers, and homes. It is intended especially for 8- to 16-year-olds, but younger children can work on Scratch projects with their parents or older siblings, and college students use Scratch in some introductory computer science classes.

There are a variety of resources that can be helpful in Introducing Scratch:

See Scratch videos for videos on how to use and to Introduce Scratch

Getting Started (PDF)

The Scratch Interface Diagram (PDF) explains the different parts of the Scratch Screen
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Scratch Conference
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